The LTI Group Gets a Makeover With New Internet Identity
Pittsfield, MA - December 18, 2009 - The LTI Group is proud to announce the launch of a new
corporate online image via the release of a newly renovated company website. Today’s market
demands an online identity that is consistent with the companys products provided by the
division that interests the visitor. In addition, information about the LTI Group is now easily
discernible via their new “About Us” tab added to their new navigation bar.
New additions that are notable include a search tab, hot links navigation, and Frequently Asked
Questions section dedicated to providing on-the-spot answers to many of LTI’s customer
generated inquiries. A new photo gallery called the “Show Room” is full of documented
installations using many of the products that are made by the LTI Group, including the very
popular Switchable Privacy Smart Glass that instantly changes from opaque to transparent at
the flip of a switch.
The LTI Group is comprised of three distinct offerings: SMART GARDTM, Smart Glass, and
Smart Design.
LTI SMART GARDTM represents products designed for the detention, security, intelligence, and
ballistic product market.
LTI Smart Glass represents electrified panels such as the switchable privacy product and
Variable Tint Glass commonly found in corporate America, and often filters into the retail and
residential markets, as well.
LTI Smart Design represents the custom decorative laminates that make LTI the perfect contact
for that “crazy something” that is desired by designers for railings, decorative panels, back
splashes, table tops, and more!
www.LTISG.com now proudly displays the company’s newly designed logo, and also features a
photo of their new Corporate Headquarters located in Pittsfield, MA. The logo and location is
new, but the company and its products are the same that architects, designers, and contractors
have grown to know and depend on over the past decade.

About The LTI Group
For the past decade the LTI Group has been specializing in Switchable Privacy, Decorative Laminates
and Security Glazing. The LTI Group is newly headquartered in Pittsfield, Massachusetts and has its
facilities in both Lenox and Pittsfield Mass.
For more information visit us at www.ltisg.com
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